Background statement: Currently, membership on all School Professional Leave Committees (SPLC) and the Library Professional Leave Committee (LPLC) is not uniform throughout the University. The University Professional Leave Committee (UPLC) recommends that uniform membership requirements with staggered terms will provide consistency and continuity of membership in deliberating on sabbatical and difference-in-pay leave proposals.

AS-292-88/UPLC

RESOLUTION ON MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOOL-WIDE/LIBRARY PROFESSIONAL LEAVE COMMITTEES

WHEREAS, Continuity of membership on all School-wide Professional Leave Committees (SPLC) and the Library Professional Leave Committee (LPLC) is not uniform throughout the University; and

WHEREAS, Membership on all SPLC and the LPLC is not uniform throughout the University; therefore, be it

RESOLVED: That all SPLC and the LPLC have committee membership of two years with one-half of the members being elected in even years and the other half in odd years; and be it further

RESOLVED: That the "Leave With Pay Guidelines" be modified as follows:

School-wide Professional Leave Committees (SPLC)

A. Membership
   (First paragraph remains the same)
   (Add second paragraph as follows:) Once elected, members of the committee serve two-year terms with one-half of the members being elected in even years and the other half in odd years.

Library Professional Leave Committee (LPLC)

A. Membership
   (First paragraph remains the same)
   (Add second paragraph as follows:) Once elected, members of the committee serve two-year terms with one-half of the members being elected in even years and the other half in odd years.

Proposed By:
University Professional Leave Committee
May 3, 1988
Memorandum

To: A. Charles Crabb, Chair
   Academic Senate

From: Warren J. Baker
   President

Subject: Resolution on Membership Requirements for School-wide/Library Professional Leave Committees (AS-292-88/UPLC)

Date: August 22, 1988

Academic Senate

It is my pleasure to approve the resolution referenced above with the understanding that it will be the responsibility of the respective SPLC/LPLC chair to determine the mechanism for initially determining which members will be serving one-year terms and which will be serving two-year terms commencing with the 1988-89 academic year. I agree that staggering the terms of the professional leave committee members will provide consistency and continuity of membership in considering applications for leave with pay.